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The Paralana Enhanced Geothermal System in South Australia has been stimulated by hydraulic fracturing in
July 2011. During this stimulation more than 7000 microearthquakes have been recorded by the 12 surface and 8
borehole station network deployed in the vicinity of the Paralana well. Together with the seismicity records before
and after the stimulation (1.5 years of data) this allows for a thorough analysis of how the injection affected the
natural seismicity in this area.
We investigate two unusual observations made at Paralana durig the stimulation concerning the magnitudes of the
largest induced events and the seismicity rate changes. There appear to be four periods of distinct microseismic
activity during the injection as reported previously, each starting with a larger event. Of these larger events some
were recorded by stations of the national Australian network at distances of >50 km resulting in an estimate of
Ml∼3.7 for the largest event. However, the monitoring team on site did not feel any shaking associated with these
events and the Mw estimates are one magnitude unit smaller. These differences are reflected in the high peak
ground accelerations but moderate to low peak ground velocities observed.
The signature of an expanding pore pressure front can be seen in the spatiotemporal event distribution during
the stimulation, indicating that fluid diffusion takes place with a hydraulic diffusivity of 0.1 m2/s. The seismicity
distribution over 200 hours after the start of the injection is consistent with the pore pressure diffusion and only
the earthquake distribution within the first 10 hours differs from it, showing higher hydraulic diffusivities. This
corresponds to distances of 200 m from the well and may indicate drilling damage in the vicinity of the well.
No back-front is observed after the shut in and the seismicity continues at elevated levels until months after the
stimulation when it suddenly drops down to background levels.


